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Why 
Sources 
Matter

Sources interpret & 
contextualize science

Sources shape & 
create narrative

Sources bring 
humanity to science







Places to 
find 
science 
sources

Study authors

Study reference sections

Science databases  

Public Information Officers / PR

Google





Study reference sections



Science databases 

Databases containing published, peer-reviewed studies:
• PubMed (https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/)
• Web of Science
• Scopus
• ScienceDirect
• JSTOR
• PsycINFO (social sciences)
• IEEE Xplore (engineering & computer science)
• DOAJ (Directory of Open Access Journals)

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/


Science databases, continued

Unpublished pre-prints:
• Arxiv (physics & math)
• Medrxiv (medicine)
• Biorxiv (biological sciences)
• Psyarxiv (social sciences)





Public 
information 
officers / PR

Hospitals

Universities

Non-profits

Government 

PR firms 



Google



Key Things To 
Consider When 
Considering 
Sources

• Does this source have expertise 
in the particular subject you’re 
covering?
• Does this source seem well-

respected? Do they collaborate 
with others in the field? What 
does their CV look like?
• If this source is contentious, why 

are they contentious?
• Does this source have any 

conflict of interest red flags? 
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Institution web page bio
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Reasons sources can be contentious

Promote themselves / their ideas even when not 
supported by scientific consensus

Bad reputation due to behavior (abuse, harassment, etc)

Push against dogma in an established field

Unconventional in some other way
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Red Flags for 
Conflict-of-
Interest

• Source receives money from, or has 
consulted for, companies or advocacy 
organizations or has been on a speaker’s 
bureau
• Source discloses potential conflicts of 

interest on research papers or 
conference abstracts
• Source is developing or sells products



Avoid False Balance / False Equivalency 

• False balance happens when journalists present an issue as 
being more balanced between opposing viewpoints than the 
evidence supports.
• False balance often arises in stories about controversies that 

persist among the general public even though the science on 
the issue is clear-cut — such as climate change and childhood 
vaccine safety.
• Check to see if your writers are equating ideas that may have 

different levels of merit. 
• Be wary of patient anecdotes, especially if those anecdotes are 

being framed as medical evidence.







Summary

• Sources can make or break a story.
• Journalists can find expert sources through studies, 

database & Google searches, and by asking 
scientists and PIOs / PR for recommendations.
• Consider how relevant a source’s expertise is, 

whether they seem well-respected, if they are 
controversial and if they have conflicts of interest.
• Avoid false balance by ensuring that perspectives 

are presented in ways that are proportional to the 
evidence supporting them. 
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